[Variable anatomy of the kidneys--relationship and incidence between anatomical and clinical three-dimensional image methods].
Research has been done at a 150 pairs of the human adult kidneys (50 anatomical preparedness plus 100 patients) both sex, randomly chosen. Variations of the kidneys have been analyzed and their respect at a live ones, by clinical tree-dimensional "image"methods and lifeless one by anatomical macro dissection plus corrosive method. At the most presence of noticed variation had into a size of the kidney, and the lowest one in the number of the kidneys. Technique of magnetic resonance (MR), in relation with computerized tomography (CT) had shown more types of the kidneys variations and more number of the kidney's variations in the form. Percentage of variations of the kidneys at an anatomical preparedness in relation with variations noticed by MR and CT, into a size had relation 44: 4: 0, in the form of 36: 6: 2, in the number 0: 2: 0 and into a location ( rotation) 0: 0: 4. The number and the type of noticed variations of the kidneys show the largest presence at an anatomical matiarials assigned by anatomical macro dissection and corrosive technique in relation with noticed variations of the kidneys by MR and CT. Because of that anatomy finding are set as an imperative into methodological researches of variable anatomy of the kidneys.